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Modeling strategy

• Models are formulated as artificial neural networks

• We develop computational models of cognitive processes: 
(sensation, memory, attention, language, control, etc.) 

• Models are validated using neural and/or behavioural data



Overview

1. Neural networks background

2. Modeling the ventral stream

3. Modeling the dorsal stream

4. Modeling the auditory stream

5. Predicting personality

6. What neural networks tell us about human brain function

7. (Capturing temporal dynamics)

8. (Modeling decision making)



NEURAL NETWORKS BACKGROUND



Artificial neural networks

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational model that is loosely 
inspired by the human brain consisting of an interconnected network of simple 
processing units that can learn from experience by modifying its connections.
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Artifical neurons compute their output as

where f is a nonlinearity, w are the connection strenghts, x is the 
presynaptic input, and b is a bias term



ANNs: A bit of history

1940’s 
First artificial 

neural networks

1950’s 
First learning 

systems 
(perceptron)

2010’s 
Large-scale applications 

Deep neural networks

1980’s 
More effective models 

(backpropagation, 
Boltmann machines)

1st AI winter 2nd AI winter



Deep neural networks

INPUT OUTPUTHIDDEN LAYERS

• Computational model consisting of artificial neurons that are organized in terms of layers 

• Each layer incorporates particular filtering steps

artificial neuron
weights

• Learns a mapping between an input (e.g. image) and an output (e.g. image 
categories) by adjusting weights between artificial neurons

• This is just one of the many flavours of neural networks (e.g. spiking, generative, etc.)



Learning algorithm: Backpropagation
While not converged: 

• Pick random training case (x,y); e.g. image x and its category y 

• Run neural network on input x 

• Modify connection weights to make prediction closer to y
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• Follow gradient of the error w.r.t. the connections



Neuroscientific inspiration
• Inspired by classical models of stimulus transformations in sensory cortex

Fukushima, 1980, Biol. Cybern.

Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999, Nat. Neurosci.



Training of modern neural networks
Efficient training relies on a combination of various tricks (convolution, 
batch normalization, pooling, dropout, etc.) as well as availability of 
massive labeled datasets and ample computational resources (GPUs)



Example: Object detection



Example: Playing Atari games

Q(s, a;✓)

Mnih et al. (2015). Nature



Examples: Convolutional sketch inversion (CSI)

sketch colour reconstruction grayscale reconstruction

Güçlütürk, Y., Güçlü, U., van Lier, R., van Gerven, M.A.J., 2016. Convolutional Sketch Inversion 1–15.



MODELING THE VENTRAL STREAM



Understanding how brains respond to their environment

• Let us consider perception of a (visual) stimulus

• How does the brain represent sensory information?



The receptive field

The receptive field of an individual sensory neuron is the particular region 
of the sensory space in which a stimulus will trigger the firing of that neuron.
(Sherrington, 1906)



The receptive field

Let x be an input and g(·) a function that maps input to response. 

The (population) receptive field of a neuron is a linear filter w such that

gives the (expected) response of a neuron or neuronal population

r = g(w>
x) = g(w1x1 + · · ·+ wNxN )



Example: Gaussian receptive field

single neuron

population
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van Gerven, M.A.J., 2016. A primer on encoding models in sensory neuroscience. J. Math. Psychol. In Press.



Population receptive field mapping

pRF location

For each voxel, estimated parameters x0, y0 and σ inform about 
the voxel’s receptive field properties (RF location and RF size). 

These parameters can be mapped back onto the cortical surface

Dumoulin, S. O., & Wandell, B. A. (2008). Population receptive field estimates in human visual cortex. NeuroImage, 39(2), 647–660.



Beyond Gaussian models
The Gaussian pRF model can only explain part of the variance in the data

Can we develop more complex models that explain responses across all 
brain regions?

RF properties of many upstream neurons and most downstream neurons 
remain unknown



Beyond Gaussian models

Instead of assuming a linear-nonlinear model of the form:

r = g(w>
x)

we assume a more general model of the form:



Stacked linear-nonlinear models
The response is modelled using a stack of 
linear-nonlinear models:

This is equivalent to a (deep) artificial neural network!



Modeling neural representations with artificial neural networks



From neural network to measured brain activity

forward model

Cichy, R.M., Teng, S., 2016. Phil. Trans. B. ;Yamins & DiCarlo. 2016 Nat. Neurosci. ; Eickenberg, 
M., Gramfort, A., Thirion, B., 2016.Neuroimage ; Kriegeskorte, N., 2015. Annu. Rev. Vis. Sci.



Two ways to learn the mapping
1. Train network on stimulus-response pairs obtained during data acquisition

flower

2. In phase 1 train network on millions of labeled images;  
in phase 2 train the final linear mapping using acquired stimulus-response pairs

fixed mapping

We use the second approach and learn a linear mapping from each hidden layer onto the brain responses



Encoding of voxel responses

Correlation

• High correlations between measured and 
predicted responses 

• State of the art decoding performance 
(100% correct identification on 1870 stimuli)

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.

• FMRI study with subjects watching natural images 

• Model trained on 1750 natural images and tested on 120 natural images



From low-level stimulus properties to abstract concepts

concepts

low-level stimulus features

ventral stream
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Is there a gradient in the complexity 
of neural representations?



Deep neural network representations
• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?

Zeiler, M. D., & Fergus, R. (2012). Visualizing and Understanding Convolutional Networks.



Deep neural network representations
• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.



Deep neural network representations

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.

• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?



Deep neural network representations

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.

• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?



Deep neural network representations

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.

• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?



Deep neural network representations
• What stimulus properties are represented by artificial neurons?

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.



Characterizing non-classical receptive fields

• For each feature we can compute properties such as 
complexity, invariance, and RF size 

• Complexity K quantified as Kolmogorov complexity 
(compressed file size) 

• Invariance quantified as response changes as 
function of image displacement 

• RF size quantified as best fitting Gaussian that 
predicts feature response

Layer-wise characterization



A gradient in representational complexity across the ventral stream

Preferred layer
Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.



Characterization in terms of feature classes

• Features were manually assigned to low-level (blob, contrast, edge), mid-level (contour, 
shape, texture) and high-level (irregular pattern, object part, entire object) feature classes  

• Voxels were assigned to that feature class which best predicted its response

• Confirmation that more complex feature classes better predict downstream responses



Fine-grained parcellation of classical ROIs

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). J. Neuroscience.

• Voxel subsets show distinct functional specialisation in area LO

• Clustering of voxel x feature map matrices



MODELING THE DORSAL STREAM



Representational gradient for dorsal stream areas

• DNN trained for action recognition on movie data 

• Learns spatio-temporal receptive fields 

• Recovers representational gradient in dorsal stream

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). Neuroimage



Hyper-alignment affords estimation in a common space

• Training on data of 1 or 2 subjects and generalize to new subject

• Bar graph shows performance relative to the within-subject encoding models 

• We can predict neural responses in subjects we have (almost) never seen before!

Güçlü, U., & van Gerven, M. A. J. (2015). Neuroimage



MODELING THE AUDITORY STREAM



Brains on beats

Güçlü, U., Thielen, J., Hanke, M., & van Gerven, M.A.J. (2016). Brains on beats. NIPS

DNN trained for prediction of music tags; Predicts responses as people listen to music
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We used the MagnaTagATune dataset [22] for DNN estimation. The dataset contains 25.863 music clips. 

We developed three task-optimized DNN models for tag prediction: 

• 96000-dimensional time (DNN-T model) domain representations of six second-long audio signals 

• 96000-dimensional frequency (DNN-F model) domain representations of six second-long audio 
signals 

• Combined (DNN-TF) model comprising two streams of five convolutional layers followed by three fully 
connected layers

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.02627


Tag prediction performance

Güçlü, U., Thielen, J., Hanke, M., & van Gerven, M.A.J. (2016). Brains on beats. NIPS

DNN-TF model got best tag prediction ever on this dataset

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.02627


Auditory stream analysis

Representational similarity analysis (RSA) between DNN feature 
activations and local voxel responses for the StudyForrest dataset

Kriegeskorte, N., Mur, M., Bandettini, P., 2008. Representational similarity analysis - connecting the branches of systems neuroscience. Front. Syst. Neurosci. 2, 4.

RSA:  

• Compute correlation matrix, capturing correlation between multi-voxel brain 
responses for each stimulus 

• Compute correlation matrix, capturing correlation between multi-feature DNN 
responses for each stimulus 

• Compute similarity between correlation matrices (e.g correlation) 

• Repeating for small ROIs (searchlights) gives a map of representational 
overlap



Representational gradient in the auditory stream

Güçlü, U., Thielen, J., Hanke, M., & van Gerven, M.A.J. (2016). Brains on beats. NIPS

• Performance much higher for DNN-TF compared to control models 

• Representational gradient in superior temporal gyrus 

• Layer and position are significantly correlated for the voxels along 
the anterior - posterior STG direction (r = 0.7255) 

• Not so for control models

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.02627


PREDICTING PERSONALITY TRAITS



Perceived personality trait prediction

Güçlütürk, Y., Güçlü, U., van Gerven, M.A.J., van Lier, R., 2016. Deep Impression: Audiovisual Deep Residual Networks for Multimodal Apparent Personality Trait Recognition

• Can we train neural networks to predict high-level personality traits? 

• Can we interrogate neural networks to understand how people arrive at such decisions?



Perceived personality trait prediction

Güçlütürk, Y., Güçlü, U., van Gerven, M.A.J., van Lier, R., 2016. Deep Impression: Audiovisual Deep Residual Networks for Multimodal Apparent Personality Trait Recognition

Residual block



How pixels influence trait prediction

Güçlütürk, Y., Güçlü, U., van Gerven, M.A.J., van Lier, R., 2016. Deep Impression: Audiovisual Deep Residual Networks for Multimodal Apparent Personality Trait Recognition

Gender

Luminance



WHAT NEURAL NETWORKS TELL US 
ABOUT HUMAN BRAIN FUNCTION



What ANNs tell us about human brain function

Applied work shows that neural networks can perform complex tasks at 
human or even super-human performance 

• The only computational cognitive model that is able to achieve this 

• Models capture detailed semantic information 

• Suggests that networks of simple rate-based artificial neurons may be 
enough



What ANNs tell us about human brain function

Deep neural networks explain a significant amount of variance across sensory cortex 

• Hierarchical organization an essential ingredient 

• Motivated by no-flattening theorems 

• Approximates the compositional structure of physical processes

Our recent work shows that recurrent neural networks can also explain 
decision-related processes 

• Alternative for drift-diffusion and Bayesian models



What is still missing

• Evidence for coding based on spikes rather than rates 

• Ridiculously simplified compared to real brains 

• Adversarial examples 

• Causal inference 

• One-shot learning 

• …



A hugely exciting time!

• Neural networks are back and here to stay 

• Viable approach for model-based cognitive neuroscience 

• Neural and behavioural data serve to validate our computational models  

• Great convergence between AI, neuroscience, physics, … 

• Promises: 

• Intelligent algorithms informed by neuroscience 

• Computational models that explain cognitive processes



Current work

• Networks that learn to solve decision-making problems 

• Collect ~40 hours of data in one subject to probe audio-visual representations 

• Probe neural information processing in large invasive datasets 

• Find long-term memory effects in neural data during linguistic processing 

• Investigate probabilistic representations and top-down drive in neural nets



Future work

• Clinical applications: e.g. cortical implants for the blind  

• Push the state of the art in neural network technology 

• Develop more biologically realistic models that capture natural intelligence 

• Analyse the principles that drive the emergence of intelligent behaviors

• … Conscious networks?
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